
Sports Day Time Table 

Time Movement Activity Record 

10.30 Running Make the Face https://youtu.be/wukOb2owkWY 

Aim 

Use the equipment indicated or any similar household equipment and map key to create 

the Funny Face accurately using information on the map. 

Organisation 

Using equipment available or substituting woth house hold materials. 

Set equipment approx 20 metres from hoop. (use 20 giant steps as a guide) 

Faces map available in Google Classroom 

Task 

Pupil is given a Funny Face map, runs to their pile of equipment, selects the right piece for 

No 1 on their map, and then places it in appropriate place in their Funny Face hoop / rope. 

The pupil then runs back and collects piece number 2. Continue till Funny Face is complete.  

  

 If you don’t have the any of the equipment above, you could find an alternative, e.g. 

replace a hula-hoop with a skipping rope. 

Try 

 Challenge a sibling to a race! Who can create their face first? 

 Make up your own map with your available equipment  instead. 

 

Time: 

 

Picture uploaded 

( please tick if so) 

11.00 Kicking Kick to Score  https://youtu.be/XCGol4Y2Txk 

 

 
Set up  

Draw or stick target areas at various heights on a wall. Points should be placed in the centre 

Score: 

 

Score: 

 

Picture uploaded 
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https://youtu.be/wukOb2owkWY
https://youtu.be/XCGol4Y2Txk


of each target from one to five. 

Task 

1. Pupils are given a score to achieve, e.g. ten. Pupil must hit the targets on the wall to 

achieve that score.  

Try 

2.  Pupils try to get the highest score they can in 1 minute. 

3. Challenge a sibling or parent  

 

11.30 Throwing  Tennis Ball Challenge

 
 

The aim is to throw the ball against the wall and catch it again as many times as possible in 

thirty seconds. 

Stand a comfortable but challenging distance from the wall. 

1. Try with your dominant hand. 

2. Try with your non dominant hand 

3. Try alternative hands throwing and catching. 

Try 

Challenge a sibling or parent to a competition. 

Score: 

 

Score: 

 

Score: 
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12.00 Balancing  Obstacle Course https://youtu.be/sXjDO9G2JQY 

Invite pupils to set up and run their own obstacle course  

Use any equipment available - household or otherwise. 

Invite pupils to do the obstacle course, time themselves and try to beat their original time. 

Try 

 Challenge a sibling or parent to beat your time. 

 Try making the obstacle course more challenging. 

Time: 

 

Picture uploaded 
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https://youtu.be/sXjDO9G2JQY


12.30 LUNCH Take a break and eat a nice healthy lunch, with lots of fluids. 

 

 

1.00 Skipping England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales 

If you have a skipping rope you could try this with siblings or parents or use two chairs! 

 

Arrange the children in 3’s. The 2 children on the outside have the elastics/skipping rope 

wrapped around their ankles to start. All the children chant the rhyme; 

“England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales. Inside,  

Outside, on the rails”.  

The children follow the routine as per the accompanying video. If the pupil is successful at 

the ankles, the elastics get moved up to the knees and then the hips.  

If children are working solo, they could wrap the elastics around some chairs, a washing line, 

parents or older siblings’ legs. 

 

Picture uploaded 
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2.00 Bowling  Bowling  https://youtu.be/cg9gURRP63c 

Use cones to set up a bowling lane approximately five metres in length. At the end of the 

bowling lane place five skittles as targets. You have three balls to knock over as many 

skittles as possible. Keep your score. Increase difficulty by increase the distance between 

the thrower and the skittles or decreasing the width of the lane. 

Try 

 Challenge a parent or sibling to a match. 10 Rounds 

 Use empty plastic bottles instead of skittles 

 Increase number of skittles. 

 Timed relay. Use three balls to knock as many skittles as you can, then reset and 

continue. How many can you knock in a minute 

 

 

Score:  

 

Picture uploaded 
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https://youtu.be/cg9gURRP63c


2.30 Kicking   Rebound Ball https://youtu.be/KHoYnuwCo0c 

 

Arrange pupils in one cone/skittle and one football each.  

The f pupil places their cone three to five metres from the wall within their designated 

playing area. This pupil then places their ball next to the skittle and kicks it, aiming to hit the 

skittle on the rebound. If the cone is hit, the cone is then moved one metre further away 

from the wall.  

A goal line can be set ten metres from the rebound wall. A goal is scored when a pupil has 

successfully progressed the cone, metre by metre, back across the goal line.  

 
Try 

 Challenge a parent or sibling to a match 

 Use empty plastic bottles instead of skittles. Vary the size from 5 litre drum to a small 

bottle. 

 Increase number of skittles. 

 Timed: How many can you knock in a minute 

 

Score:  
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https://youtu.be/KHoYnuwCo0c

